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8

Pano works for this image due to the subject 

matter. I feel like the owl should be sharper than 

the sign. Cute the owl standing on one foot.





7.5

This is a funny playful image. Nice color. Because 

it is playful I think it might benefit by a lighter 

processing.





7

Great concept. I love this type of backlit image. If 

I were photographing this scene I would have 

concentrated on the bottom tree. I not sure the 

other trees add anything. Underexpose so the 

bright tree isn't overexposed.





8

The hoodoos are such a wonderful subject. I love 

the color contrasts here. My nitpick would be 

that the sky doesn't seem to match the available 

light direction. 





7.5

Such majestic creatures. Try adding a bit more 

contrast when the light is flat. This would be a 

wonderful black and white also. 





8

Capturing birds in flight is in itself an artform. 

The shutterspeed is perfect, love that we can see 

the dangling feet telling us he's ready to land. 

Brighten up the shadows a bit to bring it over the 

top.





8

An image that evokes emotion. When you have 

such an emotional image the technical takes 

second stage. Do clean up the bottles in your 

editing software.





8

Great timing catching the egret catching his 

dinner. I love these types of bird images that are 

more than poses. Darken the foreground rocks 

to draw more attention to the lizard in his 

mouth. It would be better if the egret wasn't 

backlit but we cannot control where the sun is 

under these circumstances.





9

Beautiful image! The colors are spectacular. 

Remove a couple of the light fishies in the BG/





9

Very clever execution. The Blue spirals just make 

this image. Well done.





7.5

A pretty scene. Of course we should look up 

when we're scouting as well as turning around. 

My one suggestion would be the color balance 

looks a bit off. 





8

The light here is lovely, showing off those 

gorgeous breeding plumage. unfortunately the 

eye is in the shadow. Try waiting until the bird 

turns ever so slightly.





6.5

The idea is great, unfortuately the focus is on the 

foreground rocks. The vignette is a little heavy 

handed. Get a little bit lower and focus on the 

leaf and this would be wonderful.





8

The green and white contrast is beautiful. The 

framing of the leaves is a great choice. It's really 

difficult to shoot falls when there is so much in 

the way. It would be so wonderful if we could see 

the entire diagonal of the waterfall. Try to move 

closer or to the right so the leafless branches 

aren't obscuring the falls. be careful, it's 

probably slippery.





8.5

Desert perfection. You can feel the morning here. 

Colors are great. Try moving a little to your right 

so the sunburst is brushing the saguaro.





8

Lucky you whomever got to experience this. What 

an image! I suspect the colors were a bit more 

delicate than this so pull back the saturation just 

a little. Also if you were able to stay long enough 

to see him looking at you, we could see his eye 

more clearly. Still a wonderful shot.





6.5

Since the mist is so heavy that nothing is in 

focus, this might be a perfect time to try 

intentional camera movement. Turning this into a

abstract might be just the solution.





7.5

Soft focus works very well on this image of 

flowers. We expect flowers to be soft, especially 

lillies. The bright backgound competes with the 

dominate flower. 





7

Well done to include the building in the image. 

So many sunrise/sunset images are just the light. 

Since the light is soft and no need to focus, it 

would be nice if the building was sharper. Also

possible crop to 8x10 with building being 

dominant.





8

Someones project vehicle. I love the color 

chosen. Great angle. This low key image would 

benefit from darkening the reflection in the 

windshield and side window.





8.5

Beauitiful creature. The depth of field is good 

drawing attention to the sea lion. I always like 

the bits of green in the background. A touch 

more headroom might be better.





8.5

This is an iconic image. Looks to carry a bit of 

noise in the picture due to perhaps a high iso? 





7.5

Comical. This is a great way to get bird images, 

creating a feeding station. The green backgound

is pleasing. I would crop out the hook at the top 

which causes our eyes to bounce back and forth.





9

Great catch of the osprey with his catch. While he 

is facing away from the sun, the maker managed 

to shoot when his eye was lit up. The wing 

position is wonderful also.





9

Whack, I can almost here the ball hitting the 

racket. wonderful stop action. Nice triangles and 

diagonal lines. Nice expression on his face. A 

great moment.





8.5

Tack sharp, nice gradient color. Good expression 

on the eagles face. Well done. It looks just a 

smidge oversharpened due to noticing slight 

halos around the bird. Another way to add 

sharpness is by using the texture brush in 

lightroom.





7

This was a great idea using leading lines to cause 

your eye to follow down the path. The lens the 

maker used was a good choice as it compressed 

the image perfectly. Unfortunately the light 

branches in the foreground stop the eye right 

there. 





9

Lovely scene, Colors are beautiful and realistic. 

Looks to be a long exposure. One technique to 

use to keep the foreground brush sharp is to use 

two exposures, one short - one long.





9

Wonderful capture. Great color, great action. 

Tack sharp. This image is more of a journalist 

approach and as such I wouldn't change 

anything. If I were to frame it for my wall I would 

remove the piling from behind her head.





8

This has so much going for it. The beautiful tree, 

the whimsical gnome and the girl focused only 

on her phone. I would reposition the lampshade 

to light up her face more creating a more 

dynamic focal point.





7.5

I can't identify this bird but he's a cutie. If you 

use a polarizer you can cut down on some of the 

shine from the leaves. I see there's a second bird 

behind which could be cropped out to help keep 

the focus on the main one.





7.5

Nice catchlight in the eye. Detail in the shadows 

and highlights.
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8

Processing of the flower is interesting and does 

seem like a burst. Dramatic.





7.5

Since the tonal value is very similar, it might help 

to lighten the blues in the ocean background to 

keep more focus on the pelican. Wonderful 

action of the bird. 





7.5

Nice mood. This might be good in a 4x6 ratio. I 

would like to see more on the left. Wonderful 

subject





8

What a beautiful animal. He stands out 

beautifully against his environment. his 

placement in the frame is perfect. I see a faint 

catchlight in his eyes. His fur is blown out in 

spots. I would use a burn in tool to bring that 

down just a bit. Burn also that one tall piece of 

grass behind him.





8

Nicely balanced against the sky. I feel you could 

crop down the sky and still get the same drama.





8

I love this iconic boast on the Point Reyes 

Seashore. The clouds are very dramatic and help 

frame the boat.  I would bump up the whites a bit 

for more contrast and drama. 





8

The white building against the dark sky works 

well. detail on the architecture is wonderful. 

exposure is good keeping the building from 

blowing out. The crop on the right could be 

adjusted to be further left or further right. The 

crop as it stands makes it appear somthing has 

been cut off. 





7

While it's a compelling scene there is no clear 

focal point. The emotion is there but it is not 

brought to the forefront. Try moving to the left 

and closer in so the dancing girls are larger in 

the frame.





7.5

Nice picture of Day of the Dead participants. The 

pose is a little static. Instead of having them look 

straight into the camera, you might have them 

talk to each other. Also turn them into the light 

to add a bit of contrast to the image and allow us 

to see the males eyes. 





8.5

This is fun. I hope he doesn't fall out. This could 

also be in the special action category. Nicely 

done.





8

These guys really know how to pose. I think this 

is successful due to the maker positioning 

himself so that the bird is against a background 

of different tones.





8.5

NIce use of shadow patterns. Works well with the 

geometric shapes of the pillows and pillar. 

Mysterious.





8

Whats not to like about this handsome fella. 

Wonderful catchlight in the eyes. The maker 

caught him doing something interesting in his 

environment.





7

It's an interesting subject. The white of the bones 

are somewhat overexposed. It's difficult to tell 

the subject without the description.
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7.5

Cute moment. I wonder if Grandpa caught him? 

Nice emotion





8

Caught in flight. You need a pretty high shutter 

speed to freeze hummingbirds wings in motion. 

Since there is no light falling on the subject that 

would be difficult in this instance. So the gentle 

blur works well. I would lighten the exposure a 

bit to show off the beautiful colors of the bird.





7

Captures the joy of the moment. 





9

Tack sharp. Intense facial expression. Beautiful 

backgound and framing. Positioned well in the 

frame. Well done.





8.5

The streamers say it all. This guy is moving. I 

might tilt him at a little more of a diagonal to 

indicate even greater speed.





7.5

The processing on this image makes it look like 

it's from the 70's. Wonderful color, great 

moment. If it were my image I would crop out the 

brickwork





7.5

Great splash motion.The wave perfectly frames 

the surfer. This image the face is shadowed so 

that her expression is difficult to make out.





8.5

This stop action image is wonderful. We see the 

expression. The wave perfectly leads to the 

surfer and he is captured between the pilings so 

the background is not cluttered.





9

This is one of my favorites of this months

entries. Very artistic, very compelling. A great 

example of movement. Low Key





7.5

I don't know what this is, but it's cool looking. It 

is really difficult not to blow out highlights when 

capturing water in a longish exposure so well 

done technically. 





8.5

Dirt flying, bull raging, cowboy about to hit the 

ground. Excitment all around. Wonderful colors. 

Makes you wonder how long he lasted. Love the 

low perspective.





6.5

This is a very difficult image to make without 

auxiliary lighting. Unfortunately the flames are 

too blown out to know whats going on without 

additional commentary





9

A wonderful example of panning. You really get a 

feed for the speed and motion in this image. The 

riders face is sharp while everything else is 

perfectly blurred. I think just a bit too much neg 

space on the right. Try cropping in just a bit from 

the right. Even a square format would work well.





8

Another nice motion picture. kicking up the dirt. 

I wish there were more direct light on the rider.
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8.5

Dead on. The gulls face is priceless. There's a 

small smudge to the right of the wing. It looks as 

though something was photoshopped out. trying 

using the blur or clone tool toeliminate that 

small flaw. Very dynamic image.





7

Work is piling up. What might be fun is use the 

glasses to focus in on a particular book or 

writing. Nice concept piece.





8

The maker used selective color to highlight the 

bridge. It's a good use of color to focus on your 

subject. I would remove the faint color in the sky 

behind the buildings. The jet flying overhead is a 

nice touch.





7.5

Turning an image into a sketch using processing 

is an interesting technique. 





7.5

Nice wave movement, great colors. I like the 

movement of the arm follows the wave. Maker 

took care not to blow out the waves in the strong 

sunlight. Add some blacks for a bit more 

contrast? Nicely done.





8

Multiple exposure or multiple images blended to 

give a inside look at the swing of the tennis 

player. Very nice concept. Where did you find a 

one-legged tennis player?





7

This looks like a negative from the film days. 





9

Another favorite from this series of images. So 

well done. Soft and beautiful. Needs just a touch 

more space above her head so that her bow isn't 

touching the frame.





8

Wow those eyes are blue. This would be good on 

a locket. I like the pastel coloring and the 

expression of the cat.
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